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Introduction

Iraq is a country in the Middle East and is nicknamed “The Cradle of
Civilization.” This is because many thousands of years ago, some of
the world’s first major cultures became empires and rose to great
power there. Some of these empires included ancient Sumeria and
Babylon. While these massive kingdoms were ascending, many
other people lived in less advanced cultures elsewhere.

In today’s world, Iraq is a country that borders the Persian Gulf.
Its neighbors include the Middle Eastern countries Turkey, Syria,
Iran, Jordan, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia. The majority of people are
Arabs, although there are also Kurds, Turkomans, Assyrians, and
Armenians. The largest religion is Islam, with a very small minority
of Christians and others.

The country has two major landmarks. These are the Tigris and
Euphrates rivers. That’s why its other nickname is “The Land of Two
Rivers” Not many years ago, Iraq was ruled by the dictator, Saddam
Hussein, but today the country is run by a parliamentary democracy.
This is similar to the government of Great Britain. In Iraq, the head
of the government is the Prime Minister.1



Kufa Mosque is one of the oldest mosques in Islamic Iraq. It is located in the city of Kufa, in
the province of Najaf, Iraq.

In today’s Iraq, there are things that are both good and bad. For
example, Iraq is an oil rich country. It sends more oil to other
countries than any other nation in the Middle East except Saudi
Arabia. The truth is, the nation is rich when it comes to many natural
resources. These resources produce a lot of money for Iraq. This
doesn’t mean that its people are wealthy, though. Many regular
people believe that officials in the Iraqi government keep the money
from oil for themselves and are angry about it. A lot of people are
unemployed, and government services and healthcare are very
poor. Things like clean drinking water, usable bathrooms and toilets,
things most Americans take for granted, are luxuries to the majority
of Iraqis today. These are negative things that must be improved.

In today’s world, Iraq is an unstable place. Sadly, it is considered
to be one of the most dangerous countries in the world today. Some
type of violence occurs on a daily basis. Some countries around Iraq
wait to see if they can benefit from this violence, while others hope
to see Iraq become safe and peaceful. The entire world watches and
waits to see what will happen in the coming years.



Around 8:30 in the morning, most kids catch the bus to school. These girls live close enough
that they can walk.



CHAPTER 1
A Kid’s Life in Iraq

Fatima Awad grew up in Iraq before her family moved to America to
try and make a better life. She still remembers what life in Iraq was
like for kids. “We got up around 7:00 in the morning, had breakfast,
and then went straight to school,” she recalls. Kids like Fatima often
have a small cake and hot tea, or maybe eggs with cheese and pita
bread for breakfast. Afterwards, around 8:30 in the morning, they
have to catch the school bus. Some kids live close enough they can
walk. At school, things are formal. Children are not allowed to call
teachers by their first names. “I had to call my teacher Mr.
Hamdani,” Fatima said.1

At school, boys and girls attend class together. They learn many
of the same subjects American kids do, like math, foreign
languages, and history. However, there is no separation of church
and state in Iraq. Public schools teach a mix of Islamic texts and
other religious instruction. Another big difference is the fact that
since 2003, teachers are not allowed to teach their students about
the rule of Saddam Hussein. In like manner, they are also not
allowed to teach their students about the American invasion of Iraq.2

There’s a recess just like in American schools but when it’s time
for lunch they have to eat something prepared at home. Fatima
noted that, “Most Iraqi schools don’t have cafeterias.” If kids
misbehave, they are not sent to the principal’s office. They don’t get
detention. Instead, they are prevented from participating in fun
activities. By 3:30, school is done and most kids are at home.



Iraqi kids have to learn Arabic and a foreign language in school. These Iraqi Kurdish girls
are studying Arabic.

After school, in the evenings, extended family may come over for
a visit. Family is very important in Iraq. In fact, Fatima noted that
unlike many American families, “Grandparents have a key role in the
household.” Grandparents usually live with their children and
grandchildren for life! Because of this living arrangement, they are
very close to the children. In the same way, kids usually live at home
with their parents and grandparents until they get married. That
might not happen until the kid is over thirty years old!

Family life is often structured around life events and religion,
which impacts everyday life for almost everyone. “Religion is pretty
big. Islam defined the way I dressed every day. It still does,” Fatima
said. “I also pray five times a day, every day.” On Fridays, Muslim
parents take their kids with them to the local mosque. “We wear
modest, loose clothing. While there, we pray and worship”



IN CASE YOU WERE WONDERING
What do Muslim men wear?
Some Muslim men wear a white (or brown or grey) one-piece cotton garment called the
disdasha, and a head cover known as the ghutra. This is supported by a black ring, called the
igal. However, in Iraq, many men wear western style clothing that is similar to clothes worn in
other parts of the Western world.

Just like in America and Europe, kids in Iraq go shopping at
malls, they play sports, and they listen to music. “I love shopping,
but there are only a few malls to choose from.” Soccer is the most
popular sport in Iraq and lots of kids play it, although in Iraq they call
soccer football. Basketball, kickboxing and wrestling are also popular
sports, although these are played more as kids get older.

When it comes to music, kids go to concerts. The musical style
though, is very different from others around the globe. It has a
Middle Eastern sound, with lots of stringed instruments, drums, and
woodwind instruments like the Moroccan oboe. “My favorite singer is
Kathim Al-Saher. I love him. He’s authentic, and he stayed true to
his roots,” Fatima said.

Kids also watch movies. Iraqi films are usually dramas,
comedies, or documentaries, although not many films have been
made since the fall of Saddam Hussein. There is also live theater
and opera in Iraq, but many kids don’t go to them.

IN CASE YOU WERE WONDERING
Do kids play games at home?
Yes. In fact, Mancala is one such game. It is believed to be the oldest board game that is
played using colored marbles or beads. The object of the game is to place all of your marbles
in the “scoring pit” and capture your opponent’s marbles.



Just like in other parts of the world, kids in Iraq go shopping at malls. This Iraqi boy is
having some fun at an arcade in the Zawra Park.

In the summer, parents often take their kids on vacations.
Popular places to go include religious shrines, usually associated
with the Prophet Muhammad. For example, Najaf is a city where
thousands go to see the Shrine of Imam Ali. The shrine is a golden
domed structure filled with very expensive objects, which are gifts
made by kings and important people. Next to Imam Ali’s shrine is
the world’s second largest cemetery. Several different prophets
important to Islam are buried there, and today Muslims from all over
the world feel that it is an honor to be buried there as well. Fatima
said she had never been to any of these shrines, but that she
“always heard about and wanted to see them.”

IN CASE YOU WERE WONDERING
What do Muslim women wear?
Many Muslim women wear an abaya (ah-BAY-uh), which is a simple black dress with a
headscarf called a hijab. Some Muslim women will face cover called a burkha.



GOING TO CONCERTS IN IRAQ

You probably like watching MTV. But, have you ever been to a live
concert? If you have, then you know it can be an amazing experience.
Going to a concert in Iraq can be risky and difficult though. You see, there
are still concerts in Iraq, but many of the country’s most famous musicians
left during the rule of Saddam Hussein. Some who didn’t flee the
dictator’s rule left after the American invasion of Iraq. All were fleeing
violence of one kind or another.

Many places that used to hold concerts shut down. Kids want to go to
concerts there, just like they do in other areas of the world, but even with
some famous singers coming back to Iraq, the concerts are not always
safe. In fact, unlike in America, where kids have no problem seeing artists
like Justin Bieber, going to a concert in Iraq could be a life-risking event.
Just to get in to the concert, people have to go through several check-
points where guards search them for weapons. After being searched by
guards, concert goers have to allow sniffer dogs to smell them . . . just to
be sure they are not carrying a bomb of some kind.



Iraqis at a concert

Once inside the concert hall, there are many armed security guards. If
one does attend a concert and gets past all the security, concert goers can
then enjoy the live music of artists like Naseer Shamma. A legend among
lovers of the region’s traditional instruments, Shamma has played the lute-
like oud since the age of eleven. Events like the one where Shamma played
are trying to bring live, traditional music back to Iraq. Shamma said “I
love to play at popular places, not so much like here with lots of security
outside. I want my friends to come and young people. I prefer smaller



venues, it is more intimate, the feeling is deeper” Naseer Shamma’s
saxophone player, Hamid al-Badri said, “I left Iraq ten years ago because
al Qaeda tried to kill me because I am an artist. For them, musicians were
haram. Now Iraq is different, this is beautiful. This is the first time for me
to play here since I left”3
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